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Outline 

• Overview of ERISA 

– What is ERISA? 

– What is its applicability to health and benefit plans? 

 

• Interaction of ERISA 

– How does state and federal law interact? 

– How will PPACA and ERISA intersect and what does it mean? 

– How does “Attorney-Client Privilege” operate? 

– Is there an advantage of being certain that “certain” plan benefits are covered by 
ERISA? 

 

• Critical Areas of ERISA 

– What are the critical areas that can cause employers havoc? 

– How and what is viewed during a DOL audit? 

Discussion Points 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 
sets minimum standards for most voluntarily established pension 
and health plans in private industry to provide protection for 
individuals in these plans. 
– Requires plans to provide participants with plan information including 

important information about plan features and funding; 

– Provides fiduciary responsibilities for those who manage and control plan 
assets; 

– Requires plans to establish a grievance and appeals process for 
participants to get benefits from their plans; 

– Gives participants the right to sue for benefits and breaches of fiduciary 
duty. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• Amendments 
– Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)  

– Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

– Newborns' and Mothers' Health Protection Act (Newborns’ Act) 

– Mental Health Parity Act (MHPA) 

– Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA)  

– Women's Health and Cancer Rights Act (WHCRA)  

– Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA)  

– Michelle's Law  

– The Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization (CHIPRA) 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• In general, ERISA applies to: 
– Most private sector employee benefit plans that are voluntarily 

established and maintained by an employer, an employee organization, 
or jointly by one or more such employers and an employee organization. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• In general, ERISA does not cover: 
– Group health plans established or maintained by governmental entities 

– “Church plans”; 

– Plans which are maintained solely to comply with applicable workers 
compensation, unemployment, or disability laws; 

– Plans maintained outside the United States primarily for the benefit of 
nonresident aliens; 

– Unfunded excess benefit plans.  
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• What plans are subject to ERISA? 
– There is a plan, fund, or program; 

– Established or maintained by an employer; 

– For the purpose of providing benefits specifically covered by ERISA; 

– For participants or their beneficiaries. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• Benefits subject to ERISA generally include:  
– Medical, surgical, or hospital care or benefits—including, but not limited 

to, major medical, dental, vision, and prescription drug benefits; 
healthcare flexible spending accounts (Health FSAs); health 
reimbursement arrangements (HRAs), including premium reimbursement 
plans; and certain employee assistance programs (EAPs), wellness 
programs, disease-management programs, and cancer policies; 

– Benefits in the event of sickness, accident, disability, death, or 
unemployment—including insured disability income plans, insured sick-
pay plans, accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D) plans, and life 
insurance plans. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Defined – Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 

• Benefits subject to ERISA generally include:  
– Funded vacation benefits;  

– Funded apprenticeship or training benefits; 

– Funded scholarship benefits; 

– Certain prepaid legal service arrangements; 

– Certain housing assistance benefits; 

– Severance benefits. 

 

• Voluntary plans – covered by ERISA? 
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What Is ERISA? 
Basic Provisions/Requirements 

• Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) has principal 
jurisdiction over Title I of ERISA, which requires persons and 
entities that manage and control plan funds to: 
– Manage plans for the exclusive benefit of participants and beneficiaries;  

– Carry out their duties in a prudent manner and refrain from conflict of 
interest transactions expressly prohibited by law;  

– Comply with limitations on certain plans' investments in employer 
securities and properties;  

– Fund benefits in accordance with the law and plan rules; 
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What Is ERISA? 
Basic Provisions/Requirements 

– Report and disclose information on the operations and financial condition 
of plans to the government and participants; and  

– Provide documents required in the conduct of investigations to ensure 
compliance with the law.  
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What Is ERISA? 
Compliance Requirements 

• A written plan that describes the benefit structure and guides 
day-to-day operations 

• A trust fund to hold the plan’s assets 

• A recordkeeping system to track contribution and benefit 
payments, maintain participant and beneficiary information, and 
to accurately prepare reporting documents and  

• Documents to provide plan information to employees 
participating in the plan and to the government  
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA Clearly Defines Key Provisions that Must be in a Plan 

Document, It Does NOT Specify What Constitutes a Plan Document 

• Leads to confusion 

• Is an insurance contract for a fully insured plan a plan 
document? 

• What is a wrap or umbrella plan document? 
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA Clearly Defines Key Provisions that Must be in a Plan 

Document, It Does NOT Specify What Constitutes a Plan Document 

• Role of SPDs 
– Do materials provided by TPA qualify? 

• Role of additional plan information 
– Open enrollment information, ER window, letters to spouses, are they 

considered part of plan documents? 

• Employers should examine their plan documents for compliance 
with ERISA 
– Contain recommended language that protects the plan, plan sponsor and 

the fiduciaries 

– Clear and consistent 

– Review supplemental information 
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What Is ERISA? 
What is in a Plan Document? 

• Names fiduciaries 

• Allocation of responsibilities 

• Funding policy 

• Benefit payments 

• Claims procedures 

• Amendment procedures 

• Distribution of plan assets upon termination 

• Portability, special enrollment and non discrimination 

• Privacy of health information 

• QMCSO 
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What Is ERISA? 
Who is Responsible for Compliance? 

• In general, persons who exercise discretionary authority or 
control over management of a plan or disposition of its assets 
are "fiduciaries" for purposes of Title I of ERISA. 
– Fiduciaries are required, among other things, to discharge their duties 

solely in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries and for the 
exclusive purpose of providing benefits and defraying reasonable 
expenses of administering the plan.  

– In discharging their duties, fiduciaries must act prudently and in 
accordance with documents governing the plan, to the extent such 
documents are consistent with ERISA. 

– Fiduciaries are personally liable for any losses to a plan resulting from a 
breach of fiduciary duty and can be barred from continuing in such 
capacity if the breach is grossly negligent. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Who is Responsible for Compliance? 

• ERISA prohibits certain transactions between an employee 
benefit plan and "parties in interest," which include the 
employer and others who may be in a position to exercise 
improper influence over the plan, and such transactions may 
trigger civil monetary penalties under Title I of ERISA.  
– The Internal Revenue Code ("Code") also prohibits most of these 

transactions, and it imposes an excise tax on "disqualified persons" 
(whose definition generally parallels that of parties in interest) who 
participate in such transactions. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Who is Responsible for Compliance? 

• A plan’s fiduciaries will ordinarily include: 
– Plan administrators, trustees, investment managers, all individuals 

exercising discretion in the administration of the plan, all members of a 
plan’s administrative committee (if it has such a committee), and those 
who select committee officials. 

• Court cases of interest 
 

 

 

 

 

Shaw v. Delta 

DC v. Washington Board of Trade 

New York Blue Cross & Blue 

Shield v. Travelers 

DeBuona v. NYSA-ILA Medical 

Services 

 

Boggs v. Boggs 

MetLife v. Massachusetts 

FMC Corp. v. Holliday 

Pilot Life v. Dedeaux 

Kentucky Association of Health 

Plans v. Miller 
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What Is ERISA? 
Who is Responsible for Compliance? 

• A plan’s fiduciaries will not ordinarily include: 
– Attorneys, accountants, and actuaries generally are not fiduciaries when 

acting solely in their professional capacities;  

– A third party administrator, recordkeeper or utilization reviewer who 
performs solely ministerial tasks is not a fiduciary; 

 However, that may change if he or she exercises discretion in making 
decisions regarding a participant’s eligibility for benefits. 

• The key to determining whether individuals or entities are 
fiduciaries is whether they are exercising discretion or control 
over the plan. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Responsibilities of a Fiduciary 

• Fiduciaries have important responsibilities and are subject to 
standards of conduct because they act on behalf of participants 
in a group health plan and their beneficiaries. These 
responsibilities include: 
– Acting solely in the interest of plan participants and their beneficiaries 

and with the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to them;  

– Carrying out their duties prudently;  

– Following the plan documents (unless inconsistent with ERISA);  

– Holding plan assets (if the plan has any) in trust; and  

– Paying only reasonable plan expenses.  
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What Is ERISA? 
Responsibilities of a Fiduciary 

• The duty to act prudently is one of a fiduciary’s central 
responsibilities under ERISA.  
– It requires expertise in a variety of areas.  

 Lacking that expertise, a fiduciary will want to hire someone with that 
professional knowledge to carry out those functions.  

 Prudence focuses on the process for making fiduciary decisions. Therefore, it is 
wise to document decisions and the basis for those decisions. For instance, in 
hiring any plan service provider, a fiduciary may want to survey a number of 
potential providers, asking for the same information and providing the same 
requirements. By doing so, a fiduciary can document the process and make a 
meaningful comparison and selection. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Responsibilities of a Fiduciary 

• Following the terms of the plan document is also an important 
responsibility.  
– The plan document serves as the foundation for plan operations. 

Employers will want to be familiar with their plan document, especially 
when it is drawn up by a third-party service provider, and periodically 
review the document to make sure it remains current.  

 For example, if a plan official named in the document changes, the plan 
document must be updated to reflect that change. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Responsibilities of a Fiduciary 

• A fiduciary should be aware of others who serve as fiduciaries to 
the same plan, since all fiduciaries have potential liability for the 
actions of their co-fiduciaries.  
– For example, if a fiduciary knowingly participates in another fiduciary’s 

breach of responsibility, conceals the breach, or does not act to correct it, 
that fiduciary is liable as well. 
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What Is ERISA? 
When Are Decisions Not Fiduciary Actions, but Business Decisions? 

• A number of decisions are not fiduciary actions but rather are 
business decisions made by the employer.  
– Examples 

 The decisions to establish a plan; 

 To determine the benefit package; 

 To include certain features in a plan; 

 To amend a plan; and 

 To terminate a plan. 
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What Is ERISA? 
When Are Decisions Not Fiduciary Actions, but Business Decisions? 

• These employer business decisions not governed by ERISA.  
– When making these decisions, an employer is acting on behalf of its 

business, not the plan, and, therefore, is not a fiduciary. 

• However, when an employer (or someone hired by the 
employer) takes steps to implement these decisions, that person 
is acting on behalf of the plan and, in carrying out these actions, 
may be a fiduciary. 
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What Is ERISA? 
How does State and Federal Law Interact? 

• Part 5 of Title I states that the provisions of ERISA Titles I and IV 
supersede state and local laws which "relate to" an employee 
benefit plan.  
– Includes “deemer” clause which prevents states from deeming employee 

welfare plans to be in the business of insurance (this protects self-insured 
plans from the full reach of state regulations). 
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What Is ERISA? 
How does State and Federal Law Interact? 

• Part 5 of Title I states that the provisions of ERISA Titles I and IV 
supersede state and local laws which "relate to" an employee 
benefit plan.  
– ERISA, however, does not preempt certain state and local laws, including 

state insurance regulation of multiple employer welfare arrangements 
(MEWAs).  

– MEWAs generally constitute employee welfare benefit plans or other 
arrangements providing welfare benefits to employees of more than one 
employer, not pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. 
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What Is ERISA? 
How Does PPACA and ERISA Intersect and What Does it Mean? 

• Part-time/variable hour employee 
– In order to avoid covering certain part-time employees and making them 

true variable hour employees, (and the employer is using a 12 month 
look-back and stability period) an employer could work employees more 
in some weeks than in others provided that over the course of the year 
they average less than 30 hours a week.   

– In order for an employee to be below 30 hours a week, averaging at 30 
hours a week makes them full-time.   
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What Is ERISA? 
How Does PPACA and ERISA Intersect and What Does it Mean? 

• Part-time/variable hour employee 
– Also an employer must consider that paid time off and certain unpaid 

time off (FMLA leave) also counts, so what an employer is really looking 
at is “hours of service as defined by the ACA.”   

– So, in theory, a cap of something less than 1560 hours of service per year 
as defined by the ACA per year, or a cap of something less than 130 hours 
per month arguably would work. 
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What Is ERISA? 
How Does PPACA and ERISA Intersect and What Does it Mean? 

• Part-time/variable hour employee 
– There are two inter-related concerns of following this approach: 

 First, practically speaking, having an annual or even a monthly cap will be harder 
to administer given someone will need to track hours and make sure no one 
works beyond the maximum.  

 Second, the jury is still out on whether an employer who deliberately reduces 
employee hours to avoid having to treat someone as full-time violates the 
interference with protected rights provision of Section 510 of ERISA.  

(A “first” is a case involving a court decision denying a motion to dismiss  

a lawsuit filed by an employee of Dave & Buster’s Inc. in New York City.   

The lawsuit claims the company violated ERISA’s “interference of benefits  

provisions” when it reduced full-time employees’ hours following passage  

of the ACA.) 

 There are possible defenses to this, especially where the employees never were 
full-time and also where a contract caps their hours. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Critical Areas of ERISA That Can Cause Employers Havoc with Impact 

of Penalties 

Amount* Court Case Topic* 

 
$4,540   Employer indifference and irresponsibility led to disclosure violations 

 
$5,215   

Employer inattentive in providing Life Insurance Plan Document and refused to furnish copy of Form 
5500 to Participant until ordered to by court 

 
$5,880   Failure to deliver SPD within 30 days of request. 

 
$9,270  Failure to timely provide TPA internal claim guidelines 

 
$9,800   Failure to provide LTD Plan Document; employer only provided SPD 

 
$10,220   Excessive delay in providing Severance Pay Plan Document 

 
$10,560   Late delivery of SPD to employee after 3 written requests, max. penalty $110/day 

 
$11,550   Failure to provide SPD after written notice 

 
$13,750  

Failure to provide SPD upon written request. Maximum penalty for employer's unresponsiveness and 
lack of excuse. $110/day for 125 days. 

 
$17,475   

Employer did not have SPD; only provided certificate of insurance to Participant; repeatedly insisted 
they were the same thing 

 
$17,550   Failure to provide requested Plan Document and SPD to Participant 

 
$18,400   Failure to deliver SPD on request 

 
$26,100   Failure to respond to document request over very long time 
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What Is ERISA? 
Critical Areas of ERISA That Can Cause Employers Havoc with Impact 

of Penalties 

Amount* Court Case Topic* 

 
$32,850  Delay, indifference, disregard in failure to provide copy of requested Plan Document to Participant 

 
$34,540  

Failure to provide participation agreement between employer and LTD carrier prejudiced 
Participant's ability to establish enrollment date 

 
$37,650  Requested documents provided at widely spaced intervals 

 
$50,000  Failure to file Form 5500 

 
$50,000  HIPAA breach of unsecured electronic protected health information 

 
$50,000  Breach of GINA by requesting family medical history (i.e., genetic info.) 

 
$55,760  Incompetence and neglect delivering policies to Participants 

 
$62,250  Failure to deliver SPD to Participant in manner required by DOL 

 
$64,900  Provided SPD, but failed to provide requested full Plan Document 

 
$83,050  Failure to provide COBRA Notice. Penalties and Legal Costs 

 
$5,000,000  Claim wrongfully denied, State court jury trial, punitive damages 

 
$8,692,000  Bad faith claim denial. Punitive damages. State court jury trial 

 
Prison  10 months & $46,844 fine; not file 5500; diverting employee contributions. 
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What Is ERISA? 
What About Attorney-Client Privilege? 

• In Krase v. Life Ins. Co. of North America, 11 C 7659, 2013 U.S.Dist.LEXIS 
100302 (N.D.Ill. July 18, 2013), 

–  Judge upheld DeBofsky & Associates’ challenge to an insurer’s assertion 
of attorney-client privilege over emails generated by an in-house attorney 
during the course of administering an appeal of the denial of a life 
insurance claim. 
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What Is ERISA? 
What About Attorney-Client Privilege? 

• In Stephan v. Unum Life Ins. Co. of Am., 697 F.3d 917 (9th Cir. 
2012), the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the "fiduciary 
exception" applies to attorney-client communications made 
prior to a decision on a claim. 
– The "fiduciary exception" generally precludes an ERISA fiduciary from 

asserting the attorney-client privilege against plan beneficiaries on 
matters of plan administration.  

– This decision, which resolved an issue of first impression in the Ninth 
Circuit, will require both in-house and outside counsel to carefully 
consider the scope of discussions with clients during the administration 
of ERISA claims. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Voluntary Fiduciary Correction Program (VFCP) 

• Eligibility 
– Anyone who may be liable for fiduciary violations under ERISA, including 

employee benefit plan sponsors, officials, and parties in interest, may 
voluntarily apply for relief from enforcement actions, provided they 
comply with the criteria and satisfy the procedures outlined in the VFCP. 

• Criteria 
– Persons using the VFCP must fully and accurately correct violations.  

 Incomplete or unacceptable applications may be rejected.  

 If rejected, applicants may be subject to enforcement action, including 
assessment of civil monetary penalties. 
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What Is ERISA? 
How Employees Can Report Non-Compliance 

• Qualifications to report 
– The plan is an employee benefit plan within the meaning ERISA.  

– The complainant is a participant or beneficiary of the plan or is a person 
who has given information, testified, or is about to give testimony 
relating to ERISA.  

– The complainant was discharged, fined, suspended, expelled, disciplined, 
or discriminated against for exercising any right entitled to under ERISA, 
or the purpose of interfering with the attainment of any right the plan. 

– The complainant was discharged, fined, expelled, or discriminated against 
because the complainant has given information or has testified or is 
about to testify in any inquiry or proceeding relating to ERISA. 
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What Is ERISA? 
How and What Is Viewed During a DOL Audit? 

• Upon receipt of a DOL audit letter 
– An attachment will list the various documents and information 

requested.  

 Sometimes, requests such as “Materials describing …” or “samples of …” are 
vague.   

– It is important to create a list that identifies exactly what documents and 
information will be utilized to respond to each request and where to 
access such documents. 

 

Most likely first action is to contact assigned investigator and ask for a 30-
day extension 
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and HIPAA 

• An employer-sponsored health plan, while a legal entity, is not 
like a typical subsidiary or affiliate of a company with its own 
employees and facilities.  
– Instead, the health plan is actually run by the company that sponsors the 

plan.  

 This is the case even if the employer contracts out the majority of the plan 
administrative tasks to third-party administrators (TPAs) who use, disclose, and 
maintain the bulk of the information that is covered under HIPAA to administer 
the plan.  

 Despite the role of the TPAs, the plan is the entity that is covered by HIPAA, not 
the TPA, and not the employer/plan sponsor. As a result, the plan is ultimately 
responsible for HIPAA compliance.  
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and HIPAA – the Pitfalls 

• Losing track of your data 
– You must know exactly how your organization collects, creates, receives, 

uses, discloses, maintains, stores, transmits and destroys protected data, 
otherwise you are a sitting duck.  
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and COBRA – the Pitfalls 

• COBRA responsibility 
– Know who gets COBRA and when 

– Provide appropriate COBRA Notices 

– Provide accurate information in COBRA Notices 

– Have procedures in place and follow them 

– ACA will not eliminate COBRA 
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and COBRA – the Pitfalls 

• Provided to QBs under COBRA the same coverage as that 
provided to “similarly situated” individuals who are covered 
under the plan (not through COBRA) 

• Charging too much or not enough 

• Lack of documentation 

• Timing of Notification  

• Understanding duration of COBRA coverage 
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and Same-Sex Marriage 

• To the extent that a health or welfare plan does offer benefits to 
the spouse of a participant, the federal tax treatment of the 
benefits that are provided to a same-sex spouse was already 
addressed in previous post-Windsor guidance, i.e., Revenue 
Ruling 2013-17 and Notice 2014-1.  

• June 26, 2015 - Obergefell v. Hodges, the Supreme Court held it 
was unconstitutional for a state to ban same-sex couples from 
the fundamental right to marry, thereby legalizing same-sex 
marriage in all fifty states. Thus, same-sex couples have the 
same federal rights and benefits as opposite-sex couples.  
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What Is ERISA? 
ERISA and Same-Sex Marriage 

• Notice 2015-86  provides guidance on the application of the U.S. 
Supreme Court’s decision in Obergefell v. Hodges to qualified 
retirement plans and health and welfare plans, including 
cafeteria plans.  
 Does not specifically require inclusion of same-sex spouses, even where   
      coverage is provided to opposite-sex spouses.  
 However, the IRS has stated in informal guidance, if spousal coverage is  
      provided under a plan, failure to provide coverage to all legally married    
      spouses is likely to raise charges of discrimination. 
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What Is ERISA? 
Is There an Advantage of being Certain that “Certain” Plan Benefits 

are Covered by ERISA? 

• ERISA:  Better to avoid or adopt? 
– ERISA sets uniform standards regarding operations 

– ERISA establishes rights for participants 

– Benefits of avoiding ERISA, if possible, are various rights afforded all 
parties 

– If not following ERISA, then subject to a variety of other rules 

 Example 

 Severance benefits 
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What Is ERISA? 
Tips for Employers 

• Have you identified your plan fiduciaries, and are they clear 
about the extent of their fiduciary responsibilities?  

• If you are hiring third-party service providers, have you looked at 
a number of providers, given each potential provider the same 
information, and considered whether the fees are reasonable 
for the services provided?  
– Have you documented the hiring process?  

• Are you prepared to monitor your plan’s service providers?  
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What Is ERISA? 
Tips for Employers 

• Are you aware of the schedule to deposit participant 
contributions and payments by participants to the plan and 
forwarding them to the insurance company, and have you made 
sure it complies with the law?  

• Have you reviewed your plan document in light of current plan 
operations and made necessary updates? 
– After amending the plan, have you provided participants with an updated 

SPD or SMM?  

• Does your plan have a reasonable claims procedure that is being 
followed by plan fiduciaries?  
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What Is ERISA? 
Tips for Employers 

• Does your plan have a procedure for handling QMCSOs?  

• Have you identified parties in interest to the plan and taken 
steps to monitor transactions with them?  

• Are you aware of the major exemptions under ERISA that permit 
transactions with parties in interest, especially those key for plan 
operations (such as hiring service providers)?  

• Have required reports (i.e. Form 5500) been filed timely with the 
government?  
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What Is ERISA? 
Tips for Employers 

• Does you plan have in process and have notices been provided 
related to the ‘external review’ availability? 

• Are your SPDs and plan documents consistent? 



? 
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What Is ERISA? 
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